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ABSTRACT

In the present information technology era, the desire for personalized individual websites is notably significant \cite{1}. The creation of such personal websites necessitates proficient knowledge of HTML-based programming, a skill predominantly possessed by professional programmers \cite{2}. As an alternative to this limited option, individuals often resort to purchasing websites from service providers, incurring substantial costs and time investments. In order to address this widespread demand for personalized websites, we propose the implementation of an AI program capable of automatically generating websites based on user instructions \cite{3}. Such a program would considerably reduce the financial and temporal expenditures associated with purchasing pre-made websites.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the present information technology era, the desire for personalized individual websites is notably significant. The creation of such personal websites necessitates proficient knowledge of HTML-based programming, a skill predominantly possessed by professional programmers \cite{4}. As an alternative to this limited option, individuals often resort to purchasing websites from service providers, incurring substantial costs and time investments.

We are the first batch to generate HTML using trained large language models \cite{5}. Compared to finding someone to customize HTML, telling them our requirements and understanding them. Or go to the official learning document and create the webpage you want yourself. The time we save and the accuracy of the generated graphics and text are very high.

Nowadays, everyone wants personalized websites and a lot of money. If someone is hired to create HTML, this price is incomparable to ours. They usually need $500 to $600 in expenses. By comparison, our price is as light as a feather in a feather.
In order to address this widespread demand for personalized websites, we propose the implementation of an AI program capable of automatically generating websites based on user instructions. Such a program would considerably reduce the financial and temporal expenditures associated with purchasing pre-made websites.

Every time I test, I test the accuracy. Of course, the accuracy of the generated HTML is quite high. I will set the topic for each experiment, topic_ Demand, user demand denmark, number, quality, image_ Style and website_ Demand. These are the basic requirements for running code. I am very satisfied with the content generated every time, including images, text, and layout. I requested the color of the background at that time, and he also followed my request. I believe that being precise and filling out my requirements fully is the reason for generating these perfect web pages.

2. CHALLENGES

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows.

2.1. Images or Videos

Chat GPT is famous for generating text-based context [6]. However, modern websites usually include images or videos, which cannot be generated by GPT directly. The challenge is how to generate high-quality images and plug them into the GPT-generated html file [7]. One way to solve it is to use a different AI image generator, and tell GPT the path to the images when giving prompts to GPT.

2.2. The Output

Although GPT is a powerful AI tool, it is essentially a black box process, meaning that the output doesn’t have to be following the user’s instructions [8]. This becomes a problem when we want it to automatically generate an html file, since html files have strict syntax requirements. One way to address this issue is to clearly state that we want a formatted html file, and it should follow all html rules.

2.3. 3D Effects

When I was writing code for a web-page, the original effect was 3D effects [9]. But I am not proficient in art and learning the front-end design of 3D interaction. It requires lots of professional technology such as 3DS Max, Cinema 4D [10]. They are not friendly for a novice who has no artistic skills and has never been exposed before.

3. SOLUTION

The program starts with asking the users for information of what they want to generate. To be more specific, we ask the user for a topic and a user demand, which describe what the website should be in detail. In addition, we also have an optional text field needing the user to fill. That is a user demand remark entry, where the user could give explanations or examples of their demands. Then we ask for a number which means how many blocks they want on the website. Along with these, we also ask for generating quality and image style, so that the user has more freedom on choosing. At the end, we ask for a website demand, where the user can specify what kind of website they want.
When we collect the topic and user demand, we make a prompt locally and send it to GPT. We ask the GPT to generate a number of sentences and corresponding prompts for generating images. We also generate a slogan. Then we use the prompts to generate images. In addition, we use the slogan to generate a background image. Once we have the text and images ready, we send everything to GPT, asking it to generate a html file, representing the website.

The first component is a function that asks for topic and user demand and returns a GPT response. It will take all the information needed for generating sentences, and merge them into a well-designed local prompt. Then it will send this local prompt via OpenAI API to the right GPT model, and receive the response at the end [12].
In the code, we make our messages clear by prompt engineering. First we set up the role of GPT agent via system messages, clearly claiming that it should use its best knowledge to help create content. In the user messages, we first state that we are requesting for a certain number of sentences that are related to the topic and user demand. For each sentence, we need a high-quality prompt as well. To better help GPT generate a good image generation prompt, we write a detailed AI image generation guideline. This guideline includes some general skills on generating high-quality images. Once we have all the messages needed, we form them as a complete message and send it to GPT via the Open AI API [11]. We extract the content from the GPT response at the end.

The second component of this program is to randomly generate images given a specific image generating prompt. It will take the image generating prompts that generated from the previous component and send it to stability AI API. Stability AI is an image generating AI model that takes prompts and generates the corresponding images.
This function takes prompts, quality and image style. The prompts have a certain number of prompts, which describe the image requirements in great detail. The quality is either low, medium or high, indicating the generated images’ quality. The low quality uses a v1 engine and a step size of 15; the medium quality uses a v1 engine and a step size of 30; the high quality uses a v2 engine and a step size of 20. The newer the engine, the stronger the performance. Same rule applies to step size. Furthermore, we allow the user to choose an image style. The image styles are categorical, meaning that the user has to choose one from a large range of image style options. Some examples are “enhance”, “anime”, “photographic” and so on. Once we collected all that
information, we combined all that information into a huge chunk of prompts. At the end, we send the prompt to the server via the stability AI API [15]. The API returns a response which contains the images generated. We save the images to the local machine.

The last component is a function generating html file. It takes a topic, a list of sentences and their corresponding images, a slogan, a background image and a website demand. It will reorganize all the collected information, and send it to the GPT model, asking it to write an html file. At the end, the GPT returns a html as the output. We save the outputting html to the local machine.

def gen_html(gpt_model, topic, sentences, slogan, images, background, website_demand):
    system_message = "I will give you a topic, some related sentences, the corresponding images and a slogan. Your job is to generate a html file.
"
    system_message += "The header contains the topic only.
"
    system_message += "A container contains the slogan and a background image. The source of the background image is + str(background) + ".
"
    system_message += "The background image is not the background for the whole html page. It is only local for the slogan container. It should somehow be transparent, so that the user can read the slogan.
"
    system_message += "The text color of the slogan should be the contrast color of the background image.
"
    system_message += "In addition, another container shows a list of images and their corresponding sentences. The source of the images are + str(images) + ".
"
    system_message += "The topic is + topic + . The sentences are + " + join(sentences) + " The slogan is + slogan
"

    html_response = openai.ChatCompletion.create("model=gpt\n",
            messages=[
                {"role": "system", "content": system_message},
                {"role": "user", "content": user_message},
            ],
            temperature=0,
            )

    html_response_text = html_response["choices"][0]["message"]['content']

    return html_response_text

Figure 5. Screenshot of code 3

The function takes a topic, a certain number of sentences, a certain number of images, a slogan, a background image, a website demand and a specific GPT model [14]. It does some prompt engineering, combining all the information into a prompt, sending it to the GPT model. The GPT model which receives the message, will return a html file as its response. We write the prompt carefully so that it only returns the html raw code if everything goes well. At the end, we save the returning html file to the local machine.

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experiment 1

We plan to introduce the Mac Book Pro product. Introduce 3 different features, must include the Retina display. I set up some variables called topic, tasks, tasks_remark, number, quality, image_style. I input the topic “Macbook Pro”, task is “Introduce the Macbook Pro product’s features”. Tasks_remark is Introducing 3 different features, must include the Retina display. Number is 3, which means that AI will give me 3 different pictures. Quality is high, I will get 3 different high quality images. Also, the image_style is “3d-model”.

```python
def gen_html(gpt_model, topic, sentences, slogan, images, background, website_demand):
    system_message = "I will give you a topic, some related sentences, the corresponding images and a slogan. Your job is to generate a html file.
"
    system_message += "The header contains the topic only.
"
    system_message += "A container contains the slogan and a background image. The source of the background image is + str(background) + ".
"
    system_message += "The background image is not the background for the whole html page. It is only local for the slogan container. It should somehow be transparent, so that the user can read the slogan.
"
    system_message += "The text color of the slogan should be the contrast color of the background image.
"
    system_message += "In addition, another container shows a list of images and their corresponding sentences. The source of the images are + str(images) + ".
"
    system_message += "The topic is + topic + . The sentences are + " + join(sentences) + " The slogan is + slogan
"

    html_response = openai.ChatCompletion.create("model=gpt\n",
            messages=[
                {"role": "system", "content": system_message},
                {"role": "user", "content": user_message},
            ],
            temperature=0,
            )

    html_response_text = html_response["choices"][0]["message"]['content']

    return html_response_text
```
I think the quality of the pictures is very shocking to me, as if it were real and also including an introduction to the display - Retina display. The only regret is that typesetting and font art are too common and lack characteristics. Nowadays, a webpage with such a simple layout is not attractive, but I already think it's great to be able to generate such a website in just a few minutes.

4.2. Experiment 2

We plan to introduce motorcycles.
I set up some variables called topic, topic_demand, user_demand, remark, number, quality, image_style and website_demand. I input the topic “Motorcycle”, the task is “Introduce motorcycle”. Tasks_remark is to “introduce 3 motorcycles, the motorcycle brands should compare performance, price, and usage. Examples of uses include whether it is for running a race track or riding a motorcycle.” Number is 3, which means that AI will give me 3 different pictures. Quality is high, I will get 3 different high quality images. Also, the image_style is “3d-model”. 
I think the quality of the pictures is very shocking to me. The picture is very realistic and perfectly displays the effect I want. And it includes different types of motorcycles. The only regret is that typesetting and font art are too common and lack characteristics. Nowadays, a webpage with such a simple layout is not attractive, but I already think it’s great to be able to generate such a website in just a few minutes.

5. RELATED WORK

We are the first batch to generate HTML using trained large language models. Compared to finding someone to customize HTML, telling them our requirements and understanding them. Or go to the official learning document and create the webpage you want yourself. The time we save and the accuracy of the generated graphics and text are very high.

Nowadays, everyone wants personalized websites and a lot of money. If someone is hired to create HTML, this price is incomparable to ours. They usually need $500 to $600 in expenses. By comparison, our price is as light as a feather in a feather.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The largest limitation of our program is that our website must be following a certain form of pattern. Our working flow is that we need to generate a couple of sentences following the topic at first. Then we generate an image for each sentence. It’s impossible for our program to generate 2 images in total, if there are 3 sentences. That limitation decreases the user’s freedom to create a website. To fix this issue, we need to develop a more general pattern, so that the user has all freedom to design their websites, and at the same time with the ability to generate the corresponding image along with it.

Overall, we developed an AI-powered HTML generator using the large language model technology [13]. We designed some experiments to test out its generating ability, and we were shocked at the quality of generating websites, in terms of both the text and the images quality. We think it could be a good alternative to purchasing expensive customized personal websites.
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